
CE standard 21.52mm milky white tempered laminated glass 1010.4
ESG VSG 10+10mm white laminates for sale

21.52mm milky white tempered laminated glass, also called opaque 1010.4 ESG VSG and 10+10mm white
toughened laminates, which combine with two 10mm toughened glass layers, with white/opaque PVB or
EVA film, make sure high safety and high safety performance, a good choice in some area, such as
balustrade, railing, windows, exterior wall, facade, canopy, roof, and interior decorative projects. And also
popular in some private area, make sure privacy.

Full details of 10+10mm milky white tempered laminated glass

 Glass type  21.52mm opaque tempered laminated glass
 Glass thickness  10+10mm, 21.52mm
 Glass color  Milky white, Opaque, translucent
 Dimension  Maximum size reach 3300*8000mm,support customized
 Standard  EN12150, EN14449, ANSI Z97, ISO9001, CCC
 Delivery time  Around 15-20 days, urgent order can reach 7 days
 Processing work  Holes drill, cutouts, mark print and so on
 Other services  Provide other materials, such aluminum alloy, stainless steel

New delivery photos for 10+10mm milky white tempered laminated glass

https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/Safety-custom-size-4-4mm-8.76mm-white-laminated-glass-fence-and-railing.html
https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/China-safety-SGP-tempered-laminated-glass-thickness-13.52mm-17.52mm-21.52mm.html
https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/8mm-10mm-12mm-frosted-sliding-glass-door-interior-tempered-glass-door-shower-glass-door-price.html


Some installed photos for milky white tempered laminated glass



How JIMY GLASS can make sure glass quality?

Source of raw materials

When prepare the raw materials, we will use professional measuring equipment to make size, thickness
accurate, and surface whether have scratches, bubbles, this is the most important step, because the
quality of raw materials determines the quality of processed products.



Cutting, edging, holes drilling, cutouts

In this step, we will operate by automatic machine and according to client’s drawings, make sure accurate,
after processing, we will inspect twice then coming to next step.



Tempering and laminating process

Advanced import tempering furnace and autoclave, make sure quality have guarantee, very small self
explosion rate of tempered glass, reach 0.1%, and laminated glass, dislocation of two layers will control
smaller than 1mm



Package and packing

All will use high safety plywood crates with corks separate glass panels, and use steel belt fixed crates in
container, make safety when sea transportation



Why we can finish so many laminated glass projects?



1) Select grade A float glass material with no chips zero bubbles zero scratches and perfect flat surface.

2) Our own advanced temper and laminate machine to guarantee our tempered laminated glass quality,
with splendid temper stress uniformity, the self explosion rate reduce to 0.1%, use top 3 China brand PVB
interlayer make sure zero delaminate on glass.

3) Strict quality control according to ISO9001, make sure accurate size, thickness, and process works when
delivery.

4)Use customized strong plywood crates with corks separate and plastic film fully covered to guarantee
safety and avoid breaking when sea transportation.

5) Fast respond for after-sales service, any problems will solve soon in around 12-72 hours.

Our professional tempered laminated glass production flow, every step will have professional
people control quality seriously.


